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It is shown that for independent and identically distributed random vectors, for
which the components are independent and exponentially distributed with a com-
mon shift, we can construct unbiased estimators of their density, derived from the
Uniform Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator (UMVUE) of their distribution
function. As direct applications of the UMVUEs of the density functions we present
a Chi-square goodness of fit test of the model, and give two tables of the UMVUEs
of some commonly used functions of the unknown parameters of the multivariate
exponential model considered in this paper.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of obtaining the UMVUEs of the probability densities and
related functions for various families of distributions (for which a complete
sufficient statistic exists) is of great interest for many reasons, as noted by
Halmos (1946), Rao (1949), Kolmogorov (1950), Lehmann (1951), Joshi
and Park (1974), Hoeffding (1984), Nikulin and Voinov (1994), etc.
Here our data consist of independent and identically distributed random
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variables with a common shift. Several types of multivariate exponential
models have been used by many researchers. One such model is the
hierarchical successive damage model proposed by Arnold (1975) which
generalizes the well known Marshall-Olkin (1967) model. For a good
literature survey on multivariate exponential models, see Basu (1988),
Voinov and Nikulin (1996). We also note that the exponential distribution
is a basic tool of parametric reliability theory, accelerated life testing, sur-
vival analysis (see e.g. Zacks, 1992, Viertl, 1988, Kalbfleisch and Prentice,
1980) and a classical model of software reliability (see e.g. Mazzuchi and
Singpurwalla, 1988). The use of UMVU estimation can be justified from its
non-asymptotic properties of unbiasedness and minimum variance. From an
asymptotic point of view, it has been shown by Portnoy (1977) that MLEs
(Maximum Likelihood Estimators) and UMVUEs of estimable parameter
functions are asymptotically equivalent for our model.
Let X1 , ..., Xn be independent and identically distributed p-variate ran-
dom vectors (Xi=(X1i , ..., Xpi)t for i=1, ..., n) with joint density function
given by





exp \&xi&+_i + I[+, +)(xi) (1)
where + is a real common shift parameter, _=(_1 , ..., _p)t the vector of
positive real scale parameters and IA( } ) denotes the set characteristic func-
tion of A/R.
It is well known that a sufficient statistic for the parameter (+, _t) of the




Xij and T=(T1 , ..., Tp)t
with Ti=nj=1 (Xij&Z) for i=1, ..., p.
As (Z, Tt) is a sufficient, complete statistic (Ghosh and Razmpour,
1984), we know from the Rao-Blackwell and the Lehmann-Sche ffe
theorems (see e.g. Voinov and Nikulin, 1993a) the existence and the unicity
of the UMVUEs of + and _.
Let us suppose that the parameters + and _ of the model (1) are
unknown. Ghosh and Razmpour (1984) proved the independence of the
statistics Z and T and obtained their densities q( } ; +, _) and g( } ; +, _)
respectively, where









_i + I[+, +)(z),
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and






























and compared the MLE, MMLE (Modified MLE) and UMVUE of + in
terms of asymptotic mean squared error and bias. Pal and Sinha (1990)
proposed a class of slightly different estimators which are uniformly better
than the MLE in terms of the Pitman nearness criterion as well as the










and as the UMVUE of ( pi=1 1_i)
&1 is 1(n&1)( pi=1 1T&i)
&1, it is











Computing ET 2i and E(Ti (
p
j=1 1Tj)











Now, in Section 2 we investigate the problem of unbiased estimation of
the joint density function (1) as was done by Ghurye and Olkin (1969) for
the multivariate normal family (see also, for example, Greenwood and
Nikulin (1996)) and by Voinov and Nikulin (1993b) for some multivariate
discrete distributions. Section 3 is devoted to the use of UMVUEs in chi-
square testing. Finally, tables of UMVUEs of useful parameter functions
are provided as in Voinov and Nikulin (1993a, 1996).
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2. UNBIASED ESTIMATION
It is well known (see e.g. Voinov and Nikulin, 1993a, p. 162) that if an
estimator of a distribution function is discontinuous at any point, then the
unbiased estimator of the probability density function does not exist at this
point. This is the case, e.g., for the univariate exponential distribution
which is a special case of (1) for p=1. Hence, in the situation under con-
sideration we should first find the UMVUE F (x) for the distribution
function
F(x ; +, _)=P(X1ix1 , ..., Xpixp), with 1in,
rewriting it using the set characteristic function I[a, +)( } ) where a # R.
Then, using the identity I$[a, +)=$a (where $a is the Dirac measure at a)
to differentiate F (x) (in the Schwartz generalized functions sense), we
obtain an Unbiased Generalized Estimator (UGE) f (x) of f (x ; +, _). The
word generalized is due to the nature of f which can be a measure.
At first we have











where x(1)=min1ip xi .
Let us suppose that + is unknown and that _ is known. Z is a sufficient
complete statistic for + (see e.g. Lehmann, 1983). Let A be the event
[Zx(1)] for a fixed x # R p. We consider the functional integral equation
(equation of unbiasedness in F ):
\+ # R, |
R
F (x ; z, _) q(z ; +, _) dz=F(x ; +, _)
where




1i1< } } } <ikp
Fi1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)
with




_im ++ I[+, +)(x(1)). (3)
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We search F such that




1i1< } } } <ikp
F i1, ..., ik(x ; Z, _)
where




_im ++ I[Z, +)(x(1))
and the ci1, ..., ik ’s do not depend on Z and +.
Let us calculate
Ii1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)=|
R
F i1, ..., ik(x ; z, _) q(z ; +, _) ds.
 If x(1)<+ then Ii1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)=0.
 If x(1)+, it follows
































_Fi1, ..., ik(x ; +, _).
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Thus we get


























Ii1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)=Fi1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)&P(A) Fi1, ..., ik(x ; x(1) , _).
 If x(1)<+ we check that
|
R
F (x ; z, _) q(z ; +, _) dz=0=F (x ; +, _).
 If x(1)+ we have
|
R





1i1< } } } <ikp





1i1< } } } <ikp
(Fi1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)&P(A) Fi1, ..., ik(x ; x(1) , _))
=F(x ; +, _)&P(A) F (x ; x(1) , _)=F (x ; +, _),
since obviously F (x ; x(1) , _)=0.
Theorem 2.1. If + is unknown and _ is known, the UMVUE of
F(x ; +, _) at point x # R p is given by




















_im ++ I[Z, +)(x(1)). (4)
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As it is discussed in Voinov and Nikulin (1993a, 1996) unbiased estimators
of density functions are very useful to obtain unbiased estimators of functions
of unknown parameters.
Theorem 2.2. The UGE of f (x ; +, _) for + unknown and _ known is




























\‘i{ j I[Z, +)(xi)+ $Z(xj). (5)
Proof. At first we remark that for (4) we have
F (x ; z, _)=F(x ; z, _)&G(x ; z, _) I[z, +)p(x)
where




















Lemma 2.1. For all l such that 0lp&2 where p2 we have
lG
x1 } } } xl
(x1 , ..., xl , z, ..., z ; z, _)=0.
Proof.
lG
x1 } } } xl





l<i1< } } } <ik&lp
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1 ++ } } }
+(&1)( p&l&1) \p&l&1p&l&1++&








_m+ (1&1) p&l&1&=0, (6)
the result holds. K
In accordance with Lemma 2.1 and the symmetric role of the xi ’s, dif-
ferentiating F (in the Schwartz generalized functions sense) we get
 pF
x1 } } } xp






exp \&xi&z_i + I[z, +)(xi)&
 pG
x1 } } } xp





x1 } } } xi&1 xi+1 } } } xp











_i + I[z, +)p(x)
& :
p


















_j + I[z, +)(xj)+ $z(xi)
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\‘j{i I[z, +)(xj)+ $z(xi),
the proof of the theorem is complete. K
If we consider that +=0 and that _ is unknown, we can prove the
following result.
Theorem 2.3. If n2 then the UMVUE f (x ; S) of f (x ; 0, _) for _
unknown is








+ I[0, Si](xi), (7)
where S=(S1 , ..., Sp)t and Si=nj=1 Xij for i=1, ..., p.
Proof. It is easily seen that S is complete sufficient for _. The UMVUE
of the density function can be obtained in the following manner.
Let Y1 , ..., Yn be n independent and identically distributed random
variables exponentially distributed with shift parameter + (known) and
scale parameter _ (unknown). The UMVUE of the reliability function at
x+(exp(&(x&+)_)) is given by
R (x ; +, S)=\1&x&+S +
n&1
I[+, S++](x), (8)
where S=Y1+ } } } +Yn&n+. Indeed we have
















=exp \&x&+_ + .
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From (8), the UMVUE of the distribution function of Xij is
F i (xi , Si)=I[0, +)(xi)&\1&xiSi+
n&1
I[0, Si](xi)
and by independence of the Si ’s the UMVUE of F(x ; 0, _) is







Differentiating F (x ; S) with respect to x1 , ..., xp we complete the proof. K
We now assume that both + and _ are unknown. The following theorem
gives the UMVUE of the distribution function.
Theorem 2.4. When both + and _ are unknown the UMVUE of
F(x ; +, _) for a fixed x # R p is given by
























j  [i1, ..., ik]
1
Tj+ . (9)
Proof. We have to solve (in F ) the functional integral equation
\+ # R, \_ # (0, +) p,
|
Rp+1
F (x ; z, t) q(z ; +, _) g(t ; _) dz d t=F(x ; +, _). (10)
From (2) it is natural to search F (x ; Z, T) such that




1i1< } } } <ikp
F i1, ..., ik(x ; Z, T),
where the a priori form of the F i1, ..., ik is suggested by expressions of the
density functions q and g (see Section 1) and the fact that Fi1, ..., ik (defined
in (3)) must appear taking the mean of F i1, ..., ik . Therefore we define
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Let us denote the expectation of F i1, ..., ik(x ; Z, T) by Ji1, ..., ik(x ; +, _).
If x(1)<+ then for all k we have Ji1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)=0 and thus the equa-
tion of unbiasedness (10) is satisfied.
If x(1)+ then


























j  [i1, ..., ik]
n
_j+ (x(1)&+)++ .
Choosing the :i ’s equal to (n&1)n and the ;j ’s equal to 1 we get
Ji1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)=Fi1, ..., ik(x ; +, _)&P(A) Fi1, ..., ik(x ; x (1) , _).
By summation it follows
E(F (x ; Z, T))=F (x ; +, _)&P(A) F (x ; x(1) , _)=F (x ; +, _)
since F (x ; x(1) , _)=0. The constants :i and ;i being defined as above the
expression of the UMVUE F (x ; Z, T) follows. K
The following result gives us the UGE of the density function f ( } ; +, _)
when both + and _ are unknown.
Theorem 2.5. For n3 and a fixed x # R p, the UGE of f (x ; +, _) is
given by
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TABLE 1
Unbiased Estimators of Functions g(+, _)
(+ Is Unknown and _ Is Known)
No. g(+, _) Unbiased estimator
F (xi ; +, _i)=
1 P(Xixi), \1&\1& 1_in  pi=1 1_i+ exp \&xi&Z_i ++ I[Z, +) (xi).i=1, ..., p.
\1&\1& 1_in  pi=1 1_i+ exp \&xi&Z_i +&
2
F (xi , xj ; +, _i , _j)=
P(Xixi , Xjxj).
\1& 1_jn  pi=1 1_i+ exp \&xj&Z_j ++
\1& 1_i+1_jn  pi=1 1_i+ exp \&xi&Z_i &xj&Z_j ++_
I[Z, +)2 (xi , xj).
3
F (x; +, _)=
P( pi=1 [Xixi]). {
p
k=0 (&1)
k 1i1< } } } <ikp \1&
k
m=1 1_im
n  pi=1 1_i+_
exp \&km=1 \xim&Z_im ++ I[Z, +) (x (1)).
4
f (xi ; +, _i),





 pi=1 1_i+ exp \&xi&Z_i + I[Z, +) (xi)+
1_i
n  pi=1 1_i
$Z (xi).
1
_i_j \1& 1_i+1_jn  pi=1 1_i+ exp \&xi&Z_i &xj&Z_j + I[Z, +)2 (xi , xj)
5
f (xi , xj ; +, _i , _j),
i, j=1, ..., p. {+ 1n_i _j  pk=1 1_k exp \&xi&Z_i + I[Z, +) (xi) $Z (xj)+ 1
n_i_j  pk=1 1_k
exp \&xj&Z_j + I[Z, +) (xj) $Z (xi).
6 f (x; +, _) {
(n&1)










 pj=1 exp(&i{j ((xi&Z)_i))(>i{j I[Z, +) (xi)) $Z (xj)
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TABLE 1Continued
No. g(+, _) Unbiased estimator
7 E (eiy
tX1) \1& i 
p
j=1 yj










n  pi=1 1_i
.
9 E (X 2j ) Z
2+2(Z+_j) \_j& 1n  pi=1 1_i+ .
E (Xi Xj)=
10 E (Xi) E (Xj), Z2+Z(_i+_j)&
2Z
n  pi=1 1_i
+_i_j \1& 1_i+1_jn  pi=1 1_i+ .i{j.
11 + Z&
1
n  pi=1 1_i
.
12 +2 Z 2&
2Z
n  pi=1 1_i
.






































Proof. Let us define the reliability function S by
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TABLE 2
Unbiased Estimators of Functions g(+, _)
(+ and _ Are Unknown, n3)
No. g(+, _) Unbiased estimator
F (xi; +, _i)=
I[Z, +) (xi)&
1 P(Xixi), {\(n&1)(Ti&xi+Z)n&2nT n&1i 1Ti +(Ti&xi+Z)n&1 k{ i 1TkT n&1i  pi=1 1Ti +i=1, ..., p
I[Z, Z+Ti] (xi)

































I[Z, Z+Ti] (xi) I[Z, Z+Tj] (xj)_
\ (n&1)n(Ti&xi+Z)+ (n&1)n(Tj&xj+Z)+ :k{i, j
1
Tk+ .


























f (xi , xj ; +, _i , _j),
i=j. {+(n&1)(Ti&xi+Z)n&2 k{i 1TkT n&1i  pi=1 1Ti +_I[Z, Z+Ti] (xi)+ 1nTi  pi=1 1Ti $Z (xi).
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TABLE 2Continued








I[Z, Z+Ti] (xi) I[Z, Z+Ti] (xj)_
5
f (xi , xj ; +, _i , _j),
i{j




(n&1)(Ti&xi+Z)n&2 I[Z, Z+Ti] (xi)





(n&1)2 (Tj&xj+Z)n&2 I[Z, Z+Tj] (xj)




6 f (x; +, _) {
(n&2)(n&1) p (> pi=1 (Ti&xi+Z)











(n&1) p&1 (>i{j (Ti&xi+Z)
n&2 I[Z, Z+Ti] (xi))
n(>i{j T
n&1






















n(n&1)  pi=1 1Ti
, Gosh and Ramzpour (1984)
10 +2 Z2&
2Z
























1 (n) T ki
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for x such that x(1)z. We remark that









1i1< } } } <ikp




with Si1, ..., ik the restriction of S to Ei1, ..., ik=[x # R
p ; xij=z for 1 jk]
and




1i1< } } } <ikp






















For n3 the functions H and G are continuous. Consequently, discon-
tinuities of F are located on hyperplanes Ei .
For 0lp&1 with p2 we have
lH
x1 } } } xl





l<i1< } } } <ik&lp
1+ 
lS
x1 } } } xl
(x1 , ..., xl , z, ..., z ; z, t)
=(&1) l _\p&l0 +&\
p&l





x1 } } } xl
(x1 , ..., xl , z, ..., z ; z, t)=0.
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Moreover
lG
x1 } } } xl





l<i1< } } } <ik&lp
l
x1 } } } xl





















l<i1< } } } <ik&lp
1+ 
l
x1 } } } xl





































for 0lp&2 and p2 (see (6) in the proof of Lemma 2.1). We are able
to calculate the derivative of F (in the Schwartz generalized functions
sense) using the fact that the xi ’s have a symmetric role.
 pF
x1 } } } xp
(x ; z, t)
=
 p(H&G)
x1 } } } xp







x1 } } } xi&1 xi+1 } } } xp
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+ \‘j{i \tj&xj+ztj +n&2 I[z, z+tj](xj)+ $z(xi),
so the result of the theorem holds. K
Remark. Let +p be the Lebesgue measure on R p. In Theorems 2.2 and
2.5 the UGEs of the density function f (x ; +, _) are measures. Thus it is not
surprising since the UMVUEs of F (x ; +, _) have discontinuities on the
hyperplanes Ei that generate non absolutely continuous measures with
respect to +p . Let us identify Ei to R p&1 via the choice of a basis, and let
+p&1, i be the measure induced on Ei by the Lebesgue measure on R p&1
(+p&1, i is defined up to a constant). Then, the UGE of the density function
can be broken down into p+1 parts; an absolutely continuous part with
respect to +p and p parts concentrated on hyperplanes Ei whose restrictions
to these hyperplanes are absolutely continuous with respect to +p&1, i . On
the other hand, Theorem 2.3 gives the UMVUE of f (x ; +, _) which is the
density of an absolutely continuous measure with respect to +p .
We may use (11) to calculate UMVUEs  g(x) f (x ; Z, T) dx of
parameter function E(g(X1)) whenever g is estimable. For example, to give
(for p=1) the UMVUE of ++_=E(X1), we have just to compute










The techniques of Voinov and Nikulin (1993a, 1996) and results of this
section have been used to make Tables 1 and 2.
3. UNBIASED ESTIMATION AND CHI-SQUARE TESTING
Let H0 be the hypothesis that X*=(X1* , ..., X*n+1), where Xj*=
(X*1j, ..., pj)t, j=1, ..., n+1, is a sample of random vectors with conjoint den-
sity function (1). We also suppose that Z=X*i0 j0 . Consider the statistic
X=(X1*&Z, ..., X*j0&1&Z, X*j0+1&Z, ..., X*n+1&Z)=(X1 , ..., Xn),
where Z=(Z, ..., Z)t # R p.
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Proposition 3.1. According to hypothesis H0 and given that [Z=X*i0 j0]






















































&1, thus the result follows. K
To construct a chi-square goodness-of-fit test for testing H0 we may
proceed as follows (see e.g. Nikulin, 1973, Voinov and Nikulin, 1993b,
Greenwood and Nikulin, 1996).
Consider a partition of (R+) p on r subsets 01 , ..., 0r . Let &=(&1 , ..., &r)t
be the frequency vector with components &i=nj=1 I0i (Xj), i=1, ..., r.
Denote p=( p1 , ..., pr)t with pi=0i f (x ; 0, _) dx and qik=
0i xk f (x ; 0, _) dx for i=1, ..., r ; k=1, ..., p.
Remark. It is clear that (i) ri=1 pi=1, (ii) 
r
i=1 qik=_k , for





(&1&E&1 , ..., &r&E&r , T1&ET1 , ..., Tp&ETp)t, (12)
where T=(T1 , ..., Tp)t and Ti=nj=1 Xij , i=1, ..., p.
The covariance matrix 7(_) of the vector vn is
7(_)=\711(_)721(_)
712(_)
722(_)+ (r+ p)_(r+ p),
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i.e. 722(_) is the diagonal matrix with _2i (i=1, ..., p) on its main diagonal.
For a future construction of a chi-square test, it is important to note that
the vector vn is asymptotically normal, with zero mean and variance-
covariance matrix 7(_). According to Holst (1981), under H0 ,
L \&&np- n | T+ www
n  +
N(0, B(_)),
where L((&&np)- n | T) denotes the law of (&&np)- n conditionally to
T, N(0, B(_)) is the multivariate gaussian law with 0 mean and variance-
covariance matrix B(_) and
B(_)=711(_)&712(_) 7&122 (_) 721(_)
depends on the true value of the parameter _.
Let p^ and B be - n-consistent estimators of p and B(_) respectively,
such that the properties (i) and (ii) of the preceding remark are satisfied.
According to Holst’s result and standard probability analysis we have:
Theorem 3.1. According to hypothesis H0 we have
lim
n  +





where Y 2n=1n(&&n p^)
t B &(&&n p^), B & is a generalized inverse of B and
/2r&1 is the chi-square law with r&1 degrees of freedom.
Portnoy (1977) proved that - n-consistent estimators of p and B(_) may
e.g. be the UMVUEs. To complete the construction of the required chi-
square test, we need to obtain the UMVUEs of p and 7ij (_) (i=1, 2;
j=1, 2).
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From Theorem 2.3 we obtain the UMVUE f (x ; T) of f (x ; 0, _):
f (x ; T)=






Using the technique described in Section 2, we immediately obtain the
UMVUE _j f (x ; T)@ of _j f (x ; 0, _) as
_j f (x ; T)@ =






Similarly, we can obtain the UMVUE f (x1 , x2 ; T) of the joint density
function of two independent random p-vectors X1 and X2









_i + I[0, +)2p(x1 , x2).
as
f (x1 , x2 ; T)=










_I[0, Ti]3(xi1+xi2 , xi1 , xi2).
To estimate unbiasedly the elements of 711 , we may use UMVUEs p^i , pi2@,















f (x1 , x2 ; T) dx1 dx2 . (15)
The UMVUEs _^ij of elements _ij of 712 are
_^ij=q^ij& pi_j@ , (16)
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_j f (x ; T)@ dx. (18)




, i=1, ..., p. (19)
Using (13)(19) we can estimate B(_), then find a matrix B & and evaluate
the statistic Y 2n=(&&p)
t B&(_)(&&p)n.
Moreover we can improve the result of Theorem 3.1 since we can choose
a parallelepipedic partition with equiprobability property of its elements. In
this case we obtain random boundaries for the classes where the frequen-
cies are computed. So the vector of frequencies is a random vector &~ , and
p is given. Using a generalized inverse B & of a consistent estimator B (dif-
ferent from B since p is known, but which still satisfies properties (i) and
(ii) of the preceding remark) of the matrix B(_), we get:
Theorem 3.2. According to hypothesis H0 we have
lim
n  +





where Y 2n=(1n)(&~ &np)
t B &(&~ &np).
Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 may be found in Bordes (1995), see also
Greenwood and Nikulin (1996).
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